EERC Meets with Experts, Stakeholders for Guidance on Reform

The convention (EERC) is determined to take advantage of all these positive developments to engage more actively with the international community, women leaders, and other stakeholders and civil society actors in hopes of furthering efforts on the pressing issues facing Afghanistan’s electricity sector.

Since its formation last week, the EERC has been working on making up for lost time because of delays caused by disagreements between the two main power-governing bodies over the composition of the commission. The scheduling of Parliamentary elections is largely dependent on the EERC and the GECAT, and decisions made by the two groups are Mandatory for implementing reforms.

Peace Talks a Moment of Opportunity for Taliban: US

WASHINGTON: The peace talks is a moment of opportunity that should be seized, the US said Thursday. "With the talks in progress, it is clear that we are in a moment of opportunity," a State Department Spokesperson said. "This is a moment when the parties to the conflict need to make progress on a political solution for the benefit of all Afghans."

Taliban Say Unaware of 2nd Round of Peace Negotiations

KABUL - After the Afghan government’s latest statement on the second round of peace talks scheduled for Friday in Pakistan, Zuhairullah Mizrahi, Taliban Spokesperson, said, "We are aware of the talks in progress in Pakistan, but we have not been informed about the talks in detail."

KABUL - The second round of talks between the Afghan government and the Taliban is expected to begin on Friday in Pakistan. The Taliban government has said that it will attend the talks as observers.

Seventh Round of Talks Between Afghans Held in Doha

KABUL - The seventh round of the intra-Afghan talks resumed in Doha, Qatar, on Monday with the Afghan government and the Taliban to discuss political issues.

Senior Taliban Members Oppose Mансour as New Leader

Senior Taliban leaders have reportedly opposed the appointment of Mullah Akhtar Mohammad Mansour as the successor of Taliban’s late supreme leader Mullah Mohammad Omar. Many members were against the selection of Mullah Mansour, the new leader of the Taliban, as the successor of Mullah Mohammad Omar. They are reportedly concerned about the appointment of Mullah Mansour as the new leader of the Taliban.

Another Woman to be Introduced for SC

KABUL - The Chief Executive Officer Dr. Abdulah Abdullah has introduced another woman as the third candidate for the Supreme Court (SC) of Afghanistan following Ariana Rabie’s resignation as the head of the Supreme Court.

China to Back Pakistan, Others for Afghan Peace

KABUL - China expressed its backing for Pakistan and other parties for peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan. The Chinese Foreign Minister, who is on a visit to Pakistan, has said China is committed to realizing peace and stability in Afghanistan.

Gen. Campbell Meets Sayyaf over Afghanistan’s Situation

KABUL - The US Ambassador to Afghanistan, General John Campbell, has reportedly met with the Afghan leadership to discuss the situation.

KABUL - The Ministry of Defense announced that a high-level delegation from the Ministry of Defense and the Taliban have started peace talks in Qatar. The talks are expected to continue for several days.

MoD Prevents Collapse of 41 Districts in Past Four Months

"The Ministry of Defense and the Taliban have started peace talks in Qatar. The talks are expected to continue for several days."

Dr. Abdullah

KABUL - Dr. Abdullah Abdullah has vowed that the government will continue to fight against terrorism and extremism.

Mansour

Mullah Mansour has been appointed as the new leader of the Taliban. He took over the leadership position after the death of Mullah Mohammad Omar.

Senior Taliban leaders have reportedly opposed the appointment of Mullah Akhtar Mohammad Mansour as the successor of Taliban’s late supreme leader Mullah Mohammad Omar. Many members were against the selection of Mullah Mansour, the new leader of the Taliban, as the successor of Mullah Mohammad Omar. They are reportedly concerned about the appointment of Mullah Mansour as the new leader of the Taliban.

China to Back Pakistan, Others for Afghan Peace

"China expressed its backing for Pakistan and other parties for peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan. The Chinese Foreign Minister, who is on a visit to Pakistan, has said China is committed to realizing peace and stability in Afghanistan."

Gen. Campbell Meets Sayyaf over Afghanistan’s Situation

"Gen. Campbell Meets Sayyaf over Afghanistan’s Situation"
Flood-Affected Families in Panjshir, Khanjar Demand Aid

FAIZ ABAD/ANJCIADABAD/CHARKAR - The flood situation in the Panjshir Valley, particularly in Khanjar district, remains dire with up to 30,000 people remaining homeless. The situation is critical due to the destruction of homes, loss of crops, and displacement of populations. The government has promised aid, but the residents are calling for immediate assistance. No details about the number of affected families are available at this time.

23 Militants Killed in Faryab Offensive

MARRANA - At least 120 civilians and 10 militiamen were killed in an offensive mounted by the northern Afghan forces. The offensive was part of the broader war against the Taliban in the region. The Afghan forces have been facing significant challenges in the region, with the Taliban spreading their influence.

Rocket Explosion Leaves 5 Children Killed

SURIKOT - Five children have been killed as a result of a rocket explosion. The attack was carried out by the Taliban, who have been increasing their activities in the region. The government has urged the international community to support efforts to end the conflict.

Women, Children among 9 Killed in Ghazni Bus-Car Collision

GOZANGI - Nine people, including women and children, were killed in a bus-car collision in Ghazni province. The accident occurred on the Kabul-Ghazni highway, and the cause of the accident is under investigation. The government has expressed its condolences to the families of the victims.

Hand Grenade Attack Kills Four Women

HERAT - Four women were killed in a hand grenade attack in Herat province. The attack was carried out by the Taliban, who have been increasing their activities in the region. The government has urged the international community to support efforts to end the conflict.

Flood Outlook

ARIES (Mar 21-Apr 20)
A crash over personal values with someone who makes you feel that the world is a better place. You may be more open to new experiences and ideas, which can help you grow.

TAURUS (Apr 21-May 20)
You have a lot to work on in your personal life, but you're in a good mood and you're bringing your energy and enthusiasm to the table.

GEMINI (May 21-Jun 21)
Your larger-than-life personality may lead you to act impulsively, but try to think twice before you act.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sep 22)
A little bit of passion and sparkle can spice up your relationship for the better.

LIBRA (Sep 23-Oct 22)
It's important to be both realistic and optimistic in your views.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21)
You're more likely to take on a challenge, and the energy is focused on your work.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)
You're in a great mood and ready to take on new challenges.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
You might find yourself feeling overwhelmed by the amount of work you have to do.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)
You're in a great mood and ready to take on new challenges.

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)
You're in a great mood and ready to take on new challenges.
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**Furnishing Youth with Contemporary Resources**

**By Asmatyari**

Childhood is the most innocent stage in a human life. It can be classified into early and late youth—those in their youth who apply to meet the demands of society or sold as a means of earning money. Both of them are rich asset of a nation. In that phase of life where a child will be the future of the nation. That is why we need to make sure that our children are not only educated but also have access to new things, and is the sweetheart of all the family members. But this is not the only thing that needs to be done. The children are in the primary stages of growth and are also the ones that are the most vulnerable and burdensome. Hence, the innocent child is not the sweetheart of the family members; instead, he is an earning machine working the entire day in order to satisfy the needs and wants of the family. This leads to his mental and physical health, and life expectancy, and eventually resulting in child labor. Child labor, therefore, presents a set of challenges that the whole world is facing today. Child labor includes working children who are below a certain age and work for more than six hours and are in one of the worst forms of child exploitation. Child labor not only causes damage to a child’s physical and mental health but also keeps him deprived of his basic rights to education, development, and freedom. According to statistics provided by UNICEF, there are an estimated 250 million children aged 9 to 14 years employed in child labor worldwide, and this number is expected to rise.

The evil is not only affecting under-developed and developing countries, but developed countries are also facing this through the route of 

"...and so the children are taught the highest percentage of child labor (81%) followed by Africa (52%). According to International Labor Organization (ILO), child labor will no longer exist in the developed countries, but the world’s total income would rise by nearly 22% over 20 years, which accounts for more than $5 billion. Eradicating child labor will help in boosting the economy of a country."

Child labor requires urgent action. Work in illegal remote mines and other sources for at least 12 hours a day since mining a mine for coal and salt is a common job for poor families, they force their children into it for money, food and other things. Child labor is an issue that requires urgent action. There are several estimates, one in four Afghans child aged seven to 14 is engaged in child labor. According to experts, the situation in Afghanistan is very critical in itself, and the problem of child labor is exacerbated in Afghanistan, affecting specifically on children that influence their education. Child laborers face many challenges from an underdeveloped, rural, and deprived poor society that needs to provide them with solar and cultural facilities in household decision-making about child labor and considers their implications for policy. The findings were drawn from interviews with 35 young people in rural Kalagh Karzai, a city and a countryside in Panjsher Province, including their city and community near the Islamic Gaza with a strong connection to the region. In addition, researchers consulted stakeholders from the Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs, and Migration; the Afghanistan National Institute for Policy Studies (ANIPS); the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF); the Ministry of Culture; and the Ministry of Education. The decision to send children to work is influenced by a number of factors, including the economic conditions of the family that dominates the decision-making of all households in the country and the country. This leads to worse outcomes under norms affect the availability of labor resources, which can result in the need to have children in the workplace as soon as possible. It is a great national waste if these energetic hands and brains are not provided with some sort of work to meet the needs of the society that needs to be taken into consideration and given a direction—some constructive work. This massive man- power of the workers provided in enthusiasm is immense development work. Afghanistan youth have never lagged behind when called upon to make their contribution. It is for this reason that the national leaders have to play their part by mobilizing their abilities and providing them with both a direction and the necessary environment of sustenance elements. There can be a large number of schemes, programs and projects wherein their total involvement will bring quicker and better re- sults. They can play a pivotal role in the socio-economic development of the society. There are many evil practices in our society. If we are not associated with them, the youth may be much more satisfying. There may be schemes connected with the youth, and it is a necessity. The youth may be assigned the job of dissemination of knowledge for better farming, new techniques and proper use of fertilizers and pesti- cides. What is required is that the youth be given adequate training in those tasks. In a drive against energetic, their energy can be used for the development of the society and the prevention and protection of the youth. The world may be envisaged as a playground for the freedom of the youth. There may be more opportunities to have the youth in the society with the proper facilities for getting equipped with the knowledge of the modern era.

The views and opinions expressed in these are those of the authors and do not reflect the views or opinions of the Daily Outlook Afghanistan.
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**Furnishing Youth with Contemporary Resources**

**By Dilawar Sharazi**

There are different types of preaching a religion, or it would be better to say that there are different degrees of persisting with a religion. There are people who strictly adhere to the basic tenets of their religion, but there are also people who are content with a religion as a whole, while it is true that many more people have other religious beliefs. People in all parts of the world have different degrees of persisting with a religion. People in Afghanistan are unique in this regard. The country is rich with religious diversity, and the people of Afghanistan are unique in this regard. People in Afghanistan are unique in this regard. The country is rich with religious diversity, and the people of Afghanistan are unique in this regard.

"...and so the children are taught the highest percentage of child labor (81%) followed by Africa (52%). According to International Labor Organization (ILO), child labor will no longer exist in the developed countries, but the world’s total income would rise by nearly 22% over 20 years, which accounts for more than $5 billion. Eradicating child labor will help in boosting the economy of a country.

Child labor requires urgent action. Work in illegal remote mines and other sources for at least 12 hours a day since mining a mine for coal and salt is a common job for poor families, they force their children into it for money, food and other things. Child labor is an issue that requires urgent action. There are several estimates, one in four Afghans child aged seven to 14 is engaged in child labor. According to experts, the situation in Afghanistan is very critical in itself, and the problem of child labor is exacerbated in Afghanistan, affecting specifically on children that influence their education. Child laborers face many challenges from an underdeveloped, rural, and deprived poor society that needs to provide them with solar and cultural facilities in household decision-making about child labor and considers their implications for policy. The findings were drawn from interviews with 35 young people in rural Kalagh Karzai, a city and a countryside in Panjsher Province, including their city and community near the Islamic Gaza with a strong connection to the region. In addition, researchers consulted stakeholders from the Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs, and Migration; the Afghanistan National Institute for Policy Studies (ANIPS); the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF); the Ministry of Culture; and the Ministry of Education. The decision to send children to work is influenced by a number of factors, including the economic conditions of the family that dominates the decision-making of all households in the country and the country. This leads to worse outcomes under norms affect the availability of labor resources, which can result in the need to have children in the workplace as soon as possible. It is a great national waste if these energetic hands and brains are not provided with some sort of work to meet the needs of the society that needs to be taken into consideration and given a direction—some constructive work. This massive man- power of the workers provided in enthusiasm is immense development work. Afghanistan youth have never lagged behind when called upon to make their contribution. It is for this reason that the national leaders have to play their part by mobilizing their abilities and providing them with both a direction and the necessary environment of sustenance elements. There can be a large number of schemes, programs and projects wherein their total involvement will bring quicker and better re- sults. They can play a pivotal role in the socio-economic development of the society. There are many evil practices in our society. If we are not associated with them, the youth may be much more satisfying. There may be schemes connected with the youth, and it is a necessity. The youth may be assigned the job of dissemination of knowledge for better farming, new techniques and proper use of fertilizers and pesti- cides. What is required is that the youth be given adequate training in those tasks. In a drive against energetic, their energy can be used for the development of the society and the prevention and protection of the youth. The world may be envisaged as a playground for the freedom of the youth. There may be more opportunities to have the youth in the society with the proper facilities for getting equipped with the knowledge of the modern era.
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**EU Starts Implementing Iran Nuclear Agreement**

In a significant step towards resolving the nuclear standoff, the EU has begun implementing the Iran Nuclear Agreement. The agreement, which was signed in 2015, aims to curb Iran's nuclear activities in exchange for the lifting of sanctions. The implementation process involves several stages, including the enforcement of certain provisions that were previously controversial. The EU has been working diligently to ensure that Iran meets its obligations, thereby paving the way for the lifting of sanctions. This move is expected to have significant economic impacts, particularly for the European Union, as it opens up new trade opportunities.

---

**Greek Bailout Talks Stall as Eurozone Russia Sanctions Poised**

Greece, one of the members of the Eurozone, is currently facing a significant challenge as bailout talks stall. The Greek government has refused to accept the latest proposals from the Eurozone, leading to a stalemate. The situation is exacerbated by the recent sanctions imposed by Russia, which have further tightened the financial situation for Greece. The current deadlock is expected to have repercussions on the wider European economy, with concerns growing about the potential for a Eurozone crisis.

---

**Decision to Freeze on Suspected Mistrail deal with Russia by Summer end: PM**

The Prime Minister has announced a decision to freeze on a suspected Mistrail deal with Russia. This move is intended to prevent the signing of any new defense deals, which has raised concerns about the future of the defense industry and its implications for national security. The decision has been met with mixed reactions, with some arguing that it is a necessary step to ensure national sovereignty, while others believe it could have negative economic implications.

---

**German Justice Minister Casts Doubt on Treason Probe**

The German Justice Minister has cast doubt on the ongoing treason probe. This comes as the country continues to grapple with the consequences of the revelations made by Edward Snowden. The probe has been a source of considerable controversy, with many questioning its legality and purpose. The Justice Minister's statements have added to the uncertainty surrounding the case, as it is unclear how far the investigation will go and what its ultimate outcome will be.

---

**US Stocks Lighten as Investors React to Record**

The US stock markets have seen a significant rebound, with investors reacting positively to record lows. This has been attributed to several factors, including the ongoing trade war, the Federal Reserve's rate cuts, and the general optimism in the global economy. The rebound has been welcomed by investors, who have seen their portfolios recover some of the losses incurred in recent months.

---

**Cuban Immigration Dilemma Far from over Despite Human Trafficking Concerns**

The Cuban immigration dilemma remains unresolved despite efforts to combat human trafficking. The problem is compounded by the influx of refugees from Cuba, who are seeking safer living conditions in the US. This has led to a significant increase in immigration applications, with the US government struggling to cope with the surge. The issue has been exacerbated by the Trump administration's hardline immigration policies, which have made it more difficult for refugees to gain asylum.

---

**New York Times Op-Ed**

Jabari Joseph, a journalist who has covered the situation in Cuba, penned an op-ed for the New York Times, highlighting the complex nature of the immigration crisis and the need for a comprehensive solution. The op-ed calls for a more nuanced approach, one that recognizes the root causes of the problem and works towards creating a more just and equitable system.
Chabahar Port Agreement Nears Final Stage

Nawroz District in Helmand Recaptured by ANSF

LASHKARGAH - Nawroz district in Helmand province on Friday morning was recaptured by Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) during an operation led by Colonel Abdul Raqiq, the ANSF chief of staff.

"Our objective is to build a sustainable situation in Afghan- stan," announced Ambassador Trudeau from Ottawa. "We are confident that the mission in Afghanistan is now beginning to bear fruit."

KABUL - Afghan police security force members were killed and 31 others wounded during the recapture operation, the Ministry said.

Nawroz district of Helmand province collapsed into the hands of the Taliban on Wednesday. According to local officials in Nawroz district, intense fighting has been reported over the past two days between Afghan forces and Taliban insurgents on Wednesday afternoon as the district collapsed to the Taliban.

No civilian casualties were reported. Taliban claimed the operation was intended to boost their morale.

KABUL - Members of the Afghan government's delegation for peace negotiations with the Taliban on Friday reaffirmed that the death of Mullah Omar would not affect the peace process. The delegation said they had for the last few days talked to Mullah Omar and Mullah Akhtar Mansour who reportedly appointed Mullah Akhtar's nominee is unwilling to continue peace talks.

"We believe the death of Mullah Omar will not affect the peace process," said the delegation. "We had for the last few days talked to Mullah Akhtar and Mullah Akhtar Mansour who reportedly appointed Mullah Omar's nominee is unwilling to continue peace talks.

"The death of Mullah Omar will not affect the peace process," said the delegation. "We had for the last few days talked to Mullah Akhtar and Mullah Akhtar Mansour who reportedly appointed Mullah Omar's nominee is unwilling to continue peace talks."

KABUL - Afghanistan's Ministry of Interior (MoI) confirmed the recapture of Nawroz district and said that according to initial reports 31 Taliban were killed.

"We report that, according to our initial reports, 31 Taliban were killed and 31 others wounded during the recapture operation," said the Ministry.

4 New Polio Cases Detected in Farah

FAIZABAD - The polio vaccination campaign in western Farah province at a time when four new polio cases have been registered, on Tuesday had ended.

A total 10 new polo cases were registered across the country, with four of them in Farah province. Polio, a live- ing and crippling disease and the virus can only be prevented by vaccination.

KABUL - Kajakh, the village in which the polio virus attacked children in the Tarin Kowt district of Uruzgan, has been declared free from polio.

The children said the polio vaccination campaign was being carried out in their area.